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Color transfer by histogram matching



Example: a color transfer method

"N-Dimensional Probability Density Function Transfer and Its
Application to Colour Transfer," Pitié et al., ICCV 2005.



Color grading in the movie industry

"Shooting a movie out of sequence and at scattered locations
results in images of varying color values. The process of color
timing balances the hues, provides continuity, and evokes
speci�c moods through enhancement or manipulation of
colors." � Homing Beacon



Histogram equalization on a grayscale image



Line up and regroup



Histogram equalization via cumulative distribution

function (c.d.f.)

Use the rescaled c.d.f. as a mapping function to set the new
intensity value of every pixel



Histogram matching

I In histogram equalization, we expect the output image to
have a uniform histogram.

I What if we want it to have a speci�c distribution (other
than uniform)?



Histogram matching



Histogram matching



Code by Pitie

function f = pdf_transfer1D(pX,pY)

nbins = max(size(pX));

PX = cumsum(pX);

PX = PX/PX(end);

PY = cumsum(pY);

PY = PY/PY(end);



Code by Pitie (cont.)

% inversion

small_damping = (0:nbins+1)/nbins*1e-3;

PX = [0 PX nbins] + small_damping;

PY = [0 PY nbins] + small_damping;

f = interp1(PY,...

[0 ((0:nbins-1)+1e-16) (nbins+1e-10)], ...

PX, 'linear');

f = f(2:end-1);

end



Color distribution in RGB space

x = (r , g , b)T



Matching color distributions in RGB space



The idea

I Convert N-dimensional histogram matching into

one-dimensional histogram matching

I Project the data onto one-dimensional space



The algorithm



Code by Pitie

%% match the marginals

for i=1:nb_projs

f{i} = pdf_transfer1D(p0R{i}, p1R{i});

scale = (length(f{i})-1)/(datamax(i)-datamin(i));

D0R_(i,:) = interp1(0:length(f{i})-1, f{i}', ...

(D0R(i,:) - datamin(i))*scale)/scale + datamin(i);

end

D0 = relaxation * R \ (D0R_ - D0R) + D0;



Dissimilarity between two histograms

I Kullback-Leibler distance

DKL(p‖q) =
∑

i pi log
(
pi

qi

)
,
∑

i pi = 1,
∑

i qi = 1

I If two histograms are identical DKL(p‖q) = 0



How to check whether two distributions are

identical?

I For every rotation of the axis, the projections (or
marginals) of f match the projections of g



How to check whether two distributions are

identical?

I Every projection of f matches the projection of g



How to choose rotation matrices?



A direct test on the package provided by the

authors

Note by the author: The grain reducer technique is

not provided here.

http:

//www.mee.tcd.ie/~sigmedia/Research/ColourGrading

http://www.mee.tcd.ie/~sigmedia/Research/ColourGrading
http://www.mee.tcd.ie/~sigmedia/Research/ColourGrading


�Color transfer between images� (Reinhard et al.)



�Color transfer between images� (Reinhard et al.)



Another application

�Bayesian correction of image intensity with spatial
consideration,� Jia, Sun, Tang, and Shum



Another application

�Bayesian correction of image intensity with spatial
consideration,� Jia, Sun, Tang, and Shum



Another application



Questions

I How to do histogram equalization?

I How to do one-dimensional histogram matching?

I How to do N-dimensional histogram matching?

I How to measure the dissimilarity between two histograms?

I Other applications?
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